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「不方便的真相」 －讀傳道書有感
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How Should I Respond to Injustice?
(Proverbs 19:16-19)
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Rev. Josh Lee
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There is so much injustice in our lives and world, which we
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tend to react to in two extreme ways: We ignore an issue
because we’re afraid to speak up, don’t want to be
embroiled in conflict and controversy, and rationalize that
we’re keeping the peace (“It’s not my place or my
problem”). Or, we unleash our “righteous anger” against
the offender because we’re annoyed and arrogant. What if
there’s a better way? Seemingly random sayings in
Proverbs 19:16-27 are actually tied together by the same
Hebrew word: Discipline (v.18: “discipline your son”; v.20:
“accept discipline”; v.27: “cease to hear discipline”).
Biblically, it doesn’t mean to punish out of anger or
vengeance, but to correct injustice or wrongs. In Prov
19:16-19, the focus is how to give correction in response to
injustice.
“Whoever keeps the commandment keeps his life; he who
despises his ways will die.” [Prov 19:16]
Proverbs is written from the perspective of a godly father
instructing his son, and God instructing His children. As
we heed them, we are choosing the path of wisdom and life,
while foolishness and wickedness ultimately lead to our
own destruction. This is the guiding principle for the rest
of the passage: Will I trust and obey God’s instructions
when I witness injustice, particularly in how I treat people?
Then, we’re given three common examples of how a child
of God exercises life-giving wisdom by correcting
injustice according to what people need (instead of what
we think they “deserve”):
“Whoever is generous to the poor lends to the Lord, and he
will repay him for his deed.” [19:17]
How do we respond to the injustice of others’ poverty?
When it comes to money, the Bible describes four types of
people. The unrighteous rich: Even though they’re
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wealthy, they still cheat and hoard; they don’t give because
“the money is mine, not God’s.” Second, the righteous rich:
They work hard and are wise. By God’s grace, they have
much and give much. They’re good stewards and generous
to those in need. Third, the unrighteous poor: Proverbs
describes them as sluggards who won’t work, spend what
they don’t have, chase daydreams and get-rich-quick
schemes, and come to ruin. They have the same
self-centeredness and entitlement as the unrighteous rich;
the only difference is that they’re too lazy to get wealth,
and too foolish to keep it. Finally, there are the righteous
poor: They’re not poor because of sin; they love God.
They’re honest, humble, and work hard. They don’t take
advantage of others. They’re generous when able; and still
give to God in proportion to what they have.
For people in the fourth category, Proverbs tells us to
correct their unjust situation by being generous with the
righteous poor in their genuine need: When there’s an
unforeseen circumstance, lost job, costly medical bill, or
they’re unable to care for themselves, then the family of
Christ surrounds them to give sacrificially (2 Cor 8:3),
cheerfully (2 Cor 9:7), and without expectation of return
(Luke 6:34). When we do, God says, “You’re really being
generous to Me; I will repay”, whether in this life or the
next.
After my dad died, we moved to California. My mom went
from being a financially-stable doctor’s wife to barely
scraping by as a single mother raising two young children.
If not for the generosity of the family of Christ from this
church, I’m not sure how we would have made it through
some of the difficult seasons. Those memories of people’s
kindness would later shape my view of Christians and
grace, and set the foundation for me to receive Christ as a
college student. Ask yourself: Am I generous with
under-resourced people’s genuine needs? Or do I ignore
their unjust situation?
“Discipline your son, for there is hope; do not set your
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heart on putting him to death.” [19:18]
If we have kids of our own, we must correct the injustice of
their wrongs, but “not [setting] your heart on putting [them]
to death”, meaning we neither punish them out of deadly
anger, nor give up and give them over to their
self-destructive sin and folly. Instead of ignoring or
destroying a child for their wrongs, the key is to correct
“for there is hope”: Correct children’s mistakes with the
attitude and goal that it’s for their benefit because there
is still hope they can change; they can learn from the
correction of instruction instead of final judgment. This
means discipline is expressed in love, kindness, concern,
forgiveness, and for their well-being, instead of hot anger
or a cold shoulder. (2 Tim 2:25) “Correct with gentleness.
God may perhaps grant them repentance leading to
knowledge of the truth.”
Correction done in love does not mean there are no
consequences. When we were separated from God, we
deserved final judgment for our sin. But when we become
children of God by faith in Jesus, we’re no longer punished
for our sin, yet we’re still corrected for our good (Heb
12:1-11). Out of love, He allows us to experience
consequences that lead to change. When your child does
something wrong, ask yourself: Is my response more about
them or me? Is this a reasonable consequence for their
benefit, or am I simply venting my deadly anger? I’m
learning this firsthand with my 5-year old son; he needs
godly correction not angry punishment because there’s still
hope for him to change.
“A man of great wrath will pay the penalty, for if you
deliver him, you will only have to do it again.” [19:19]
Finally, we must correct the injustice of sinful anger. You
know someone full of “great wrath”; maybe it is you. It’s
not just getting mad (everyone does). The Hebrew word
there means to constantly burn with rage or venom. This
person is angry all the time about every little thing; they
open their mouth or their fist, and spew fire that destroys
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everyone in their blast radius. God says: They “will pay the
penalty”, meaning there is always real life fallout to sinful
anger: They destroy relationships with their boss or spouse
or child; they lose their job or suffer a heart attack; they
wreck their car or their life; they get sued or arrested,
because they couldn’t control their anger. How do we
respond to that? What do they need?
Proverbs tells us not to rescue them from the negative
effects; instead, what they need from us is to allow sinful
anger to face its full consequences. That doesn’t sound
very Christian, loving, or forgiving, does it? The Bible
teaches us to honestly and lovingly confront evil. When
we ignore it or soften the consequences, we are condoning
and enabling sinful rage. If we do, God tells us we will have
to deal with it again and again, trapped in an unending
cycle of their explosions, because that person won’t ever
need to repent and change. The most loving thing we can
do for someone enslaved by rage is to set godly boundaries
that allow them to face real consequences, because that’s
the only way they will learn that it’s not OK; it’s sinful, and
there’s a cost.
What unjust situation have you encountered that needs
God’s correction? Instead of ignoring it or blowing up, ask
Jesus: “What do they really need from me, as Your
representative?” Perhaps the situation isn’t exactly like this
passage, but we can generalize it into three guiding
principles: If someone is in trouble, but not because of their
own folly (like the godly and poor), be generous to help and
correct the injustice. If someone is in trouble because of
their folly, but there’s still hope for change (like childish
mistakes), correct them for their benefit (not out of anger or
ignoring their suffering). If someone is in trouble because
of their folly, and they’re filled with rage and resistant to
feedback (it only makes them angrier), don’t try to fix their
problem; allow them to face the consequences of their sin,
hoping that it may lead to repentance. May the Lord bless
you with wisdom and courage to be His truth and grace in
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an unjust world. May your attitude and actions in the face
of others’ wrongs point them to the grace and truth of Jesus.
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通往喜樂之路
Julie Yeh
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᧩Alex & June Cheeng
June Cheng
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